
Interior Designer Carey Maloney and his partner, architect Hermes Mallea, travel the world creating 
environments that feel effortless and that are layered, livable, chic and comfortable. Their firm, 
M(Group), employs classic forms and details wisely, boldly and with considerable wit and subtlety 
for a who’s who list of clients. Penning a new book, Maloney wanted to give readers an interactive 
experience while they explored STUFF’s more than 200 pages of brilliant, bold designs, intriguing 
collections and insightful discussions. 

Creating a One-of-a-Kind Book 

Since founding M(Group) in 1984, Maloney and Mallea have gained worldwide adoration and 
accolades for their distinct approach to design. The pair wanted to create a book that invites readers 
inside their world; detailing the homes of impassioned collectors and discussing the wide variety of 
art and objects that go into the creation of M(Groups)’s complex, beautifully orchestrated interiors. 

“We knew from the beginning the book had to be interactive,” said Maloney. “We wanted the pages  
to inform, entertain and inspire others in the same kinds of ways M(Group)’s spaces evoke feelings 
from those who enter. How we were going to do that, we had no idea.”

“ We knew the book 
had to be interactive. 
We wanted the pages 
to inform, entertain 
and inspire.”
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Interactive Interior Design Book Delights 
Readers with Digimarc® Discover 
Flipping the pages of STUFF, readers immerse 
themselves in M(Group)’s approach to design



Just as M(Group)’s designs are unlike any other, they wanted their book to be a one-of-a-kind 
read, engaging the reader to explore additional details and information online. Browsing an issue 
of House Beautiful magazine, Maloney became aware of digital watermarking technology. The 
magazine had embedded imperceptible digital watermarks within their pages allowing readers 
to scan an image and connect with more details online via their smartphones and tablets. 

“The experience we had with House Beautiful set the bar high for what an interactive experience 
should look like for our readers,” said Maloney. “It was seamless, sleek and so easy for anyone with a 
smartphone to do. It was important that our book, being released in 2013, look 2013, not 2003.”

M(Group) took comfort in knowing House Beautiful utilized this approach and that it couldn’t be any 
simpler for the reader; open the app, scan and get information. The company pressed on to learn how 
“print-to-mobile” would enable them to associate digital destinations within the pages of their book, 
 for an interactive, engaged experience.

Making the Book-to-Online Experience Seamless, Enjoyable

M(Group) contacted Digimarc, developer of Digimarc® Discover digital watermarking technology, 
the same technology being used by House Beautiful, to learn how digital watermarks would work in 
their new book. Maloney learned that digital watermarks function like invisible barcodes. Rather than 
inserting an ugly QR code into the layout, authors embed imperceptible digital information in images, 
custom icons and text. They act as a hyperlink taking a reader from a printed page to online content. 
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Unlike barcodes, digital watermarks don’t require any additional page real estate. Similarly, they also 
don’t interrupt the design of a page, detracting from an author’s purposefully created design layout. 

“Plastering the pages with visible tags was never an option,” said Maloney. “Our designs had to stay  
intact on the printed page for the biggest impact. Using a transparent technology was the only  
approach that made sense for us.”

To ensure the reader’s online experience held the same quality as the STUFF book, M(Group) took 
specific steps to make sure their new mobile website worked seamlessly across a variety of devices. 
They got started by enlisting visual designer Dominick Santise, working for Pointed Leaf Press, to 
embed the digital watermarks in the publication and build out the corresponding mobile site. 

Each of the 41 topic pages were digitally watermarked to connect the reader to additional content on the mobile website. 
Scan the above image with the Digimarc Discover app (          /      ) to experience for yourself!

“ The interactive 
experience was sleek 
and easy for anyone 
with a smartphone. 
It was important that 
our book look 2013 
and not 2003.”
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Delivering the Right Online Experience and Payoffs

Using the Digimarc Discover ID Manager to digitally watermark content, Santise learned the 
process takes just seconds, with very little impact on workflow. He was able to easily manage 
the entire process online – without purchasing any additional software or hardware. 

The ID Manager’s backend database connects the digital ID from the watermark to a corresponding 
consumer experience (such as view a video, share on social media, map location or buy now), 
and the experience is activated via the Digimarc Discover mobile app or a custom-branded app 
on the reader’s mobile device. For M(Group) the destination was a rich mobile website.

“The site Dominick designed was incredible,” said Maloney. “He spared no details when it 
came to creating a gorgeous mobile experience. We were impressed with how fast we were 
able to execute the design and the incredible quality of work his team delivered.” 

Much of the content enabled by Digimarc brings STUFF’s readers to related historical, 
purchasing and even humorous details about M(Group)’s work, the objects they select and 
other inspiration. Throughout the book, M(Group) connects readers to more details about 
Moroccan rugs, taxidermy, oceanic art, dealers, and other famous designers and their work.

With the book complete, M(Group) decided to do a trial run with a local prepress house to test  
out their 41 topic pages. Once the team determined the links worked flawlessly, they proceeded  
with printing their first order overseas.

The online payoffs were ultimately decided after the book went to print. This unique “decide now or 
later” feature provided by Digimarc Discover means the printing process won’t be held up at this step. 

Using Digimarc 
Discover, Maloney is 
able to see details of 
readers’ interactions 
with enabled content. 
This reporting provides 
the ability to measure 
what watermarked 
content is getting 
the most scans.

Captivating Readers with Fresh Content 

Once out on the shelves, M(Group) was excited to learn more about how the scans were performing. Using 
Digimarc Discover, Maloney was able to see details of readers’ interactions with enabled content. This 
reporting provides Maloney with the ability to measure what watermarked content is getting the most scans. 

“We learned pages with detailed descriptions were the most scanned,” said Maloney. “Detailing 
the online experience to the reader is something we will plan to do more of next time.” 

A simple scan of the page links the reader to a wealth of additional information and resources on Georgia O’Keefe.  
Scan the above image with the Digimarc Discover app (          /      ) to experience for yourself!
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Get Started Today!

There are no long-term contracts or 
high prices to negotiate. We’ve created 
the Digimarc Discover ID Manager to 
be easy, affordable and accessible. It 
takes minutes to set up an account and 
begin creating many new and exciting 
experiences from print and audio. Engage 
your readers and customers by giving 
them an entirely new way to experience 
your brand and take immediate action 
on your products or services. Mobile is 
exciting, measurable and it’s with us 24/7.  

Visit www.digimarc.com/manager  
to get started.
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Digimarc Discover ensures authors can update and change online experiences as frequently as 
they’d like. This kind of never-ending interaction gives the books themselves added value and their 
authors an always-on channel for reaching readers. Maloney regularly updates the destinations 
to bring variety and new information to readers. Changing content takes just minutes. 

“When it comes to design, there is no way to capture in printed image or text everything we want 
to express about our creations,” said Maloney. “Where a traditional printed book is stuck in time, 
our interactive publication evolves just as design elements on the pages do over time. STUFF is 
a source of inspiration, and we’re excited to help readers move along their path of discovery with 
digital watermarks. This technology will definitely be incorporated into our future publications.”

M(Group)’s designs don’t look complicated, but every element is thoroughly examined – with the  
goal that complexity (many, many thin layers) becomes a satisfying whole that looks simple.  
“STUFF contains lots of information and lots of visuals,” said Maloney. “Every page, every element  
that could be designed or controlled was. We’re pleased our book’s interactive experience reflects  
that level of design and commitment.”

Lessons Learned

Give Sneak Peeks: Let the readers know what they will get after the scan. A strong call-to-action  
will lead to more interest.

Create a Seamless Mobile Experience: It’s not just about linking to something online. That end  
place needs to work seamlessly and match the quality of what’s provided in the book. 

Don’t Forget to Have Fun: M(Group) was able to inject the team’s personality into the book’s  
interactive experience. Online payoffs served up information straight and occasionally with a  
dose of humor. 


